HARVEST COVER PLATES & HANDLES for CASE IH ROTARY
COMBINES

Use bottom holes for Cover Plate installation
using either bolt or Cover Plate Handle
OLDER MODEL CASE IH CONCAVE
Requires holes “A” and “B” drilled

The HARVEST COVER PLATES fit over the bottom outside of the concave and hold the heads in place to allow for
proper threshing, particularly in small grains. Depending on how difficult the crop is to thresh you'll add as many
cover plates as are required to achieve proper threshing. Two HARVEST COVER PLATES, covering the first
concave completely, are usually enough to achieve effective threshing in difficult to thresh crops. In hard to thresh
conditions a third HARVEST COVER PLATE may be installed at the front of the second concave.
In addition to improving the threshing the HARVEST COVER PLATES prevent the rotor from driving all the material
through the right side of the concave and overloading the right side of the shoe. You'll get a more uniform distribution
of material across the entire width of the shoe supply augers.
HARVEST COVER PLATE HANDLE
The Harvest Cover Plate Handle allows for easy installation and removal of
Cover Plate. The handle features an over centering lever action to lock the
Cover Plate in place. To attach the handle to the cover plate drill a ¼” hole
as shown, then bolt handle onto cover plate.

CASE IH 1PIECE CONCAVE
The Cover Plate Handle and the CP Retainer Plate MUST be used
with the CASE IH 1 PC CONCAVE.
To attach the CP Retainer Plate remove the two center bolts on
the wire-retaining strap on the concave and then bolt on CP
Retainer Plate.
J-Bolt must be hooked into the bottom of the CP Retainer Plate.
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